
CUSTOMIZED QUARTERLY TRAINING

Program Insights

Why does culture and
leadership matter? 

Where to get to us

Are you ready to embark on a journey towards creating an enviable workplace
culture while strengthening your company’s leadership? Dr. Dawn’s signature
program, Entrée to Culture and Leadership, blends quarterly kick-offs, insightful
interviews, real-time reports, and powerful takeaways to deliver a tailored
approach that will take your culture and leadership to the next level.

Dr. Hamby recognizes that a thriving
workplace culture and strong leadership
are pivotal for enhancing employee
engagement, retention, and overall
organizational performance, while also
being essential for navigating
challenges, fostering innovation, and
achieving sustainable growth.

drdawn@drdawnshoptalk.com
www.drdawnshoptalk.com

Businesses, Schools, Nonprofit
Organizations, and Government
Agencies

Entrée to 
Culture & Leadership

Who We Serve

What sets Dr. Hamby
apart? 
With over 30 years of teaching, training,
and management experience, Dr. Hamby
brings a unique blend of expertise to
transform organizational dynamics,
specializing in creating environments for
employee flourishing and leadership
excellence through the tailored Entrée to
Culture & Leadership program.



Quarterly Kick-Offs: Begin each quarter on the right foot with our exclusive 2-hour
seminars. These sessions set the tone for success and provide a roadmap for the quarter
ahead. This unique approach allows us to build deeper relationships as a team, as Dr.
Hamby gains a better understanding of the needs of your organization and its people,
since training is done a little bit at a time, and over the course of the year. Implementation
in this manner also allows for the cultivation of a learning culture, enhanced employee
engagement and consistent positive reinforcement.

Culture & Leadership Interviews: Gain valuable insights with interviews conducted
among selected staff. This "temperature check" allows us to understand the current
organizational pulse and tailor our strategies accordingly.

Real-Time Reports: Stay informed throughout our 1-year partnership with real-time
reports delivered to leadership. This transparency ensures that progress is continually
aligned with organizational goals.

Powerful Takeaways: Each module of our program offers powerful takeaways, equipping
your team with actionable strategies and tools to enhance both culture and leadership.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Client Recieveables

Where to get to us
drdawn@drdawnshoptalk.com
www.drdawnshoptalk.com

Go to the website below to get a free
quote and book a consulting call with
Dr. Dawn.

Entrée to 
Culture & Leadership

Ready to get started?


